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ABSTRACT
A significant number of bone marrow biopsies are
performed annually. Outcomes of patient pain and
sample size of biopsy are important issues as perception
of patient pain is underestimated by clinicians and
sample size assists in accurate diagnosis. Manual
extraction of marrow biopsy is the main method used.
Recently a powered system has been introduced. The
objectives of this systematic review and meta-analysis
were to determine if the powered system reduces patient
pain and improves sample capture. A PubMed and
Cochrane search for randomised controlled trials was
undertaken comparing the powered system with manual
methods. Risk of bias assessment and meta-analysis of
outcomes using appropriate statistical methods were
performed. Five randomised controlled trials were
identified. Patient pain (measured via visual analogue
scale (VAS)—100 point scale) was significantly reduced
using the powered system: mean difference=−6.57;
95% CI −12.93 to −0.22; p=0.04. The relative
reduction in pain was 17%–25% with the powered
system. Sample biopsy size (length in mm) was also
significantly increased with the powered system: mean
difference=3.65 mm; 95%; CI 1.61 mm to 5.68 mm;
p=0.0005. The relative increase in sample size was 33%
with the powered system. Operator ease of use (as
measured via VAS) and adverse events were similar.
Despite limited operator experience, patients experienced
less pain and sample sizes were increased without an
increase in adverse events with the powered system. The
powered system may offer an option in obtaining
samples from patients whose pain is compromised by
disease and may reduce redos.

INTRODUCTION
While bone marrow biopsy is a relatively common
(600 000 US procedures)1–3 and straightforward
procedure, there are issues associated with it,
namely, patient morbidity (eg, haemorrhage,
patient pain); adequacy of trephine length (and
volume of biopsy sample); and ease of use for the
clinician performing the procedure. It has been
demonstrated in several trials that the greater the
length (in millimetre) of the biopsy sample, the
greater the likelihood of lesions being detected.4 5

It has also been cited in the literature that inad-
equate specimen size/amount requires a repeat pro-
cedure6–9 Further, as it relates to the issue of
patient pain, many clinicians do not recognise its
severity and incidence.10 Last, the duration of a
bone marrow biopsy procedure has been identified
as the sole independent predictive factor for a
patient’s pain intensity.10

Bone marrow biopsy sampling technologies have
until recently mainly consisted of a manual method.
This method is most commonly carried out on the
posterior superior iliac spine with a patient in the
right or left lateral position. Local anaesthesia is pro-
vided via infiltrating an adequate area of the perios-
teum. Commonly a skin excision (with a lancet) is
made prior to inserting the biopsy needle. With
manual methods, once the needle contacts the bone,
it is advanced by slowly rotating clockwise and
counterclockwise until the cortical bone is pene-
trated and the marrow cavity is entered. Ideally the
length of the biopsy specimen from an adult should
measure at least 20 mm in length.8

Recently, a new battery-powered bone marrow
biopsy system was developed (OnControl Vidacare
Corporation, Shavano Park, Texas, USA) and
cleared by the US Food and Drug Administration
(510[K] clearance number K072045). The
OnControl system uses a battery-powered drill to
insert the marrow needle into the iliac bone of
adult haematology patients.
Several randomised controlled trials (RCTs) have

been undertaken comparing the use of the powered
bone marrow biopsy system with manual methods.
However, the results from these studies have been
equivocal. Further, the RCTs performed to date
have been done on a relatively small number of
patients. By combining like outcomes from multiple
studies, a more definitive conclusion might be
made on the utility of a powered bone marrow
biopsy system.
The objective of this systematic review and

meta-analysis is to determine whether the powered
bone marrow biopsy system does provide for sig-
nificantly different/improved outcomes on the end-
points of pain and sample size.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
RCTs comparing the powered system with manual
biopsy methods were included. Participants included
both patients with disorders of the blood and bone
marrow. Patients were to never have had a previous
bone marrow biopsy or other type of biopsies.
The outcome measures of importance that were

evaluated were:
▸ Pain as measured via a visual analogue scale

(VAS), either a 10 point or 100 point scale
▸ Bone marrow length (in mm) or volume (in mm3)
▸ Complications or adverse events (as defined by

the trial)
▸ Length of time for the procedure (which as per

above has been defined as an independent pre-
dictor of pain).10
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Search method
The search method used can be found in online supplementary
appendix 1.

Data collection and analysis
Data collection and analysis used a data collection form identi-
fied in online supplementary appendix 2. Data collection was
first collected and analysed by one of the authors ( JV). It was
further adjudicated by the second author (MM) independently.
Any disagreements were discussed between the two authors and
a final agreement on including/excluding a trial was made by
consensus.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies
The risk of bias for each of the studies was reported and is sum-
marised in the risk of bias figure and in online supplementary
appendix 3.

Two review authors independently assessed each included
study for assessing risk of bias.11 A risk of bias table was com-
pleted for each eligible study. An assessment of risk of bias using
a ‘risk of bias summary figure’ was compiled. This display of
internal validity indicates the weight the reader may give the
results of each study.

Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using the statistical package
that accompanies Cochrane Review Manager V.5.1.11 For con-
tinuous data (eg, pain scores, time of procedure, length of tre-
phine), we used the mean difference (inverse variance, random
or fixed effects model) if outcomes were measured in the same
way between trials. The results of binary outcomes (ie, compli-
cation or not) were presented as risk ratios (Mantel-Haenszel,
random or fixed effects model) with corresponding 95% CIs.

Attempts were made to contact authors of included studies in
order to obtain any missing data and/or to clarify biases. If data
remained missing, we left it as missing and did not attempt to
impute values. We assumed the data to be missing at random
and therefore no bias would be introduced.

If trials could be combined, assessment of statistical hetero-
geneity was made using the I2 statistic in order to determine
appropriateness for meta-analysis. If the I2 statistic was at or
below 60%, the heterogeneity was considered moderate and
meta-analysis was deemed appropriate. If the value was greater
than 60%, sensitivity analyses were undertaken in an attempt to
identify which studies were most likely causing the problem and
are reviewed in the Discussion section. As well, in examining
small size studies and heterogeneity, a comparison of fixed and
random effects models was employed. If the estimates were
similar, it would be concluded that any small-study effects
would have little effect on the intervention effect estimate.11

Funnel plots were used to assess reporting bias for those
studies combined for meta-analysis purposes. In the absence of
bias, the funnel plot should approximate a symmetrical
(inverted) funnel.11 If bias exists, an asymmetrical appearance of
the funnel plot would exist.11 Each outcome was reported sep-
arately. Furthermore, an assessment was made of publication
bias (including a review of unpublished studies), location bias
(types of journals) and language bias.

RESULTS
Results of the search
The PRISMA flow diagram (figure 1) shows the results of the
search.

Included studies
Eight studies were included for further evaluation.12–19 Of these
eight, two were excluded13 18 as they were abstracts of follow
on published manuscripts. One additional study was excluded as
it was an interim analysis of a single arm validation study.12

Risk of bias in included studies
The main risks of bias: blinding of operators was not possible
between the two methods. Further, biases existed related to the
experience levels of the operators between the two methods—
with minimal to no experience with the powered system and sig-
nificantly more expertise with the manual method (see figure 2
for risk of bias summary of trials; see online supplementary
appendix 3 for additional details of each study). All funnel plots
demonstrated symmetry.

Effects of interventions
In combining the five trials on the outcome of overall pain, as
measured by the patient via the VAS, there was a significant dif-
ference in the pain score, favouring less pain with the powered
bone marrow system: mean difference=−6.57; 95% CI −12.93
to −0.22; p=0.04; I2=25% (figure 3) (inverse variance,
random effects model). On a relative basis, this represents an
approximate 17% reduction in overall pain over the average
VAS score for manual biopsy of 39. Further, three trials could
be combined14 16 19 on the outcome of pain upon needle inser-
tion. A lessening of pain was observed with the powered bone
marrow system: mean difference=−7.87; 95% CI −15.77 to
0.44; p=0.05; I2=23% (figure 4) (inverse variance, random
effects model). On a relative basis, this represents an approxi-
mate 24% reduction in needle insertion pain over the average
VAS score for manual biopsy of 33.5. Last, procedure time (in
seconds)14 16 19 was significantly less with the powered system:

Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram.

Figure 2 Risk of bias graph.
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mean difference=−85.35 s; 95% CI −145.14 s to −25.56 s;
p=0.005; I2=89% (figure not shown) (inverse variance,
random effects model).

Sample biopsy length as measured in millimetres (mm) in all
five studies was found to be significantly larger with the
powered system: mean difference=3.65 mm; 95%; CI 1.61 mm
to 5.68 mm; p=0.0005; although heterogeneity was moderately
high at I2=62% (figure 5) (inverse variance, random effects
model). On a relative basis, this represents an approximate 33%
increase in the trephine length over the weighted average mean
length for manual biopsy of 10.97 mm. As well, in the two
trials14 19 that measured the overall volume in mm3, sample size
was found to be significantly larger with the powered system:
mean difference=18.26 mm3; 95%; CI 13.26 mm3 to
23.26 mm3; p<0.00001; I2=0% (figure not shown) (inverse
variance, random effects model).

As it relates to adverse events (as defined in the trial, ie,
haematoma, extended pain, skin ensnared on shaft of needle),
there was no statistically significant difference: risk ratio=3.56;
95% CI 0.59 to 21.42; p=0.17; I2=0% (Mantel-Haenszel,
random effects model) (figure not shown).

Last, as it relates to operator satisfaction, there was no statis-
tically significant difference between the two methods in the
two trials that measured this via a VAS:14 19 mean differ-
ence=1.41; 95%; CI −0.75 to 3.56; p=0.20; although hetero-
geneity was high at I2=95% (figure not shown).

DISCUSSION
Despite very limited experience (eg, <5 uses) by the majority of
the operators using the powered bone marrow biopsy system
involved in the randomised trials (compared with more exten-
sive experience with manual biopsy methods), it was found that
patients experienced significantly less overall pain and operators
were able to obtain significantly larger sample sizes with the
powered bone marrow biopsy system. Additionally, there was no
difference in adverse outcomes between the two methods
employed (powered vs manual). These results may speak of an
ease of use issue measured in several of the trials (albeit differ-
ently) favouring the powered method.

The issue of pain reduction in patients undergoing bone
marrow biopsy has been studied extensively in the literature and
appears to be one of more important issues with bone marrow
biopsy procedures,10 20–22 which show that clinicians

underestimate the level of pain patients experience.10 22 A tech-
nology such as the powered system appears to assist in lowering
the levels of pain experienced by patients and may help with
this perception mismatch. When examined on a relative basis,
this represents a 17%–24% reduction in pain when using the
powered system, which could represent the difference between
no pain and mild discomfort or mild discomfort and abject
pain. This pain reduction may be especially helpful in patients
whose pain threshold may be compromised due to disease states
such as cancer and the associated treatments they undergo.
Additionally, the significantly shorter time to perform the pro-
cedure, favouring the powered system, may aid in a reduction of
pain.

The amount of bone marrow obtained is also important in
helping pathologists accurately assess for the presence/absence
of disease. It has been found in several studies that the larger
the sample size, the greater the likelihood of accurately identify-
ing lesions.4 5 Larger sample sizes have improved the ‘positivity’
of diagnosis by upwards of 13%–15%.5 6 Further, the inform-
ative value of a bone marrow biopsy in detecting discrete
marrow lesions is enhanced in a longer sample size due to the
fact that it provides a large amount of marrow tissue for histo-
logical evaluation and more likely a sample from the innermost
part of the bone marrow where abnormalities might be
present.23 Again the powered system demonstrates that a signifi-
cantly larger sample is obtained versus manual methods. As
identified in the results section, the relative increase in sample
trephine length of 33% with the powered system could be the
difference in not having to repeat a biopsy and/or in accurately
diagnosing a disease state. Last, the improved amount of sample
capture with the powered system may reduce the need for
repeat procedures as noted above.

Ease of use issues is also important for those performing the
bone marrow biopsy. While not mentioned in the peer reviewed
literature, performing manual biopsy procedures on a regular
basis can result in operator problems such as carpal tunnel syn-
drome and wrist sprains, especially in patients with hard
bones.24 Perhaps the powered system might alleviate this issue.

Heterogeneity issues
Two of the comparisons resulted in high heterogeneity between
the studies: time in seconds for the procedure and sample
length (in mm). Regarding the time in seconds meta-analysis,

Figure 3 Forest plot visual analogue scale overall pain.

Figure 4 Forest plot visual analogue scale pain needle insertion.
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the 2011 Miller16 trial was excluded from the analysis with the
heterogeneity statistic reduced to 0% (with findings significant
at the p<0.00001 level). Regarding the sample length size
meta-analysis, the 2013 Bucher15 study was excluded and the
heterogeneity statistic reduced to 31% (with findings significant
at the p<0.00001 level). The findings from both Miller et al16

and Bucher et al15 while favouring the powered system were not
as different in their magnitude as the other studies that were
included. Further, additional analyses related to each, that is,
pain (measured via a VAS) (with time in seconds of the proced-
ure an independent predictor of pain) and volume of sample
(measured in mm3, also related to sample length) demonstrated
a significant difference, favouring the powered system. Based on
these additional findings, it was assumed that the findings of
increased sample length and time in seconds for the powered
procedure were statistically different and the findings
homogeneous.

Quality of the evidence
In evaluating the risk of bias graphs, the overall quality of the
evidence might be considered average—with a similar amount
of low and high risk of bias findings from all the studies. This
review only included English language publications.

CONCLUSIONS
Despite limited operator experience, this systematic review and
meta-analysis demonstrates a lowering of patient pain and an
improved amount of sample capture with the powered system,
with similar complications and adverse events. It also demon-
strates, even with limited operator powered system experience,
that it is easy to use.

Take-home messages

▸ There is less pain with the powered bone marrow biopsy
system.

▸ There is greater bone marrow sample capture with the
powered system for use in lesion evaluation.

▸ These findings were demonstrated despite limited experience
with the powered system and.

▸ Studies with experienced powered bone marrow biopsy
system users should be undertaken to confirm and reinforce
these findings.
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Correction

J Voigt, M Mosier. A powered bone marrow biopsy system versus manual methods: a systematic
review and meta-analysis of randomised trials. J Clin Pathol 2013;66:9 792–796. Figure 5 in this
paper was incorrect. It depicted adverse events identified and did not represent the overall
trephine length analysis. The correct Figure 5 is shown below.

J Clin Pathol 2013;66:1004. doi:10.1136/jclinpath-2013-201605corr1
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